
DISCLAIMER
All investments, including real estate, is speculative in nature and involves substantial risk of loss. We encourage investors to invest carefully. We also encourage investors to get personal 
advice from your professional investment advisor and to make independent investigations before acting on information that we publish. Much of our information is derived directly from 
information published by companies or submitted to governmental agencies on which we believe are reliable, but are without our independent verification. Therefore, we cannot assure you 
that the information is accurate or complete. We do not in any way warrant or guarantee the success of any action you take in reliance on our statements or recommendations.

Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. All investments carry risk and all investment decisions of an individual remain the responsibility of that individual. There is no 
guarantee that systems, indicators, or signals will result in profits or that they will not result in losses. All investors are advised to fully understand all risks associated with any kind of investing 
they choose to do.

Hypothetical or simulated performance is not indicative of future results. Unless specifically noted otherwise, all return examples provided in our websites and publications are based on 
hypothetical or simulated investing. We make no representations or warranties that any investor will, or is likely to, achieve profits similar to those shown, because hypothetical or simulated 
performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Don’t enter any investment without fully understanding the worst-case scenarios of that investment.

InternationalizeNow expressly calls attention to the fact that earnings generated abroad may also be subject to taxation in the home country of the client. In addition, InternationalizeNow 
expressly advises every client to seek a consultation with a legal or tax advisor who is familiar with the personal financial and fiscal circumstances of the client, prior to the client taking any 
action. The consultation by a legal or tax advisor should, therefore, and in every case, occur prior to the conclusion of the contract with InternationalizeNow. You, the client, are solely 
responsible for the adherence to all international tax responsibilities in your home country or abroad. InternationalizeNow offers no liability towards the client or even third parties if the client 
does not fulfil his tax requirements, partially or in full. All website/presentation content made available by InternationalizeNow merely serves to inform the user. InternationalizeNow, author / 
publisher, endeavours at all times to exercise due care in the creation of the posted informational offers. However, InternationalizeNow expressly assumes no warranty and / or liability in 
respect to the accuracy, the completeness, the timeliness or the availability. 

The full range of content represents neither an individual recommendation nor is the content and presentation to be understood in terms of an invitation / request / offer to act, to avoid, to 
buy or to sell. All informational offers and presentations on these websites/presentations are exclusively oriented toward an independent and autonomous decision of the reader and do not 
replace a legal and / or a tax-law consultation. This is especially valid in view of all matters concerning legal or tax issues of the client, concerning the proper implementation of his plans and 
the thereof resulting legal and tax duties. These above-mentioned regulations and requirements are also valid in case that the user contacts InternationalizeNow in writing, verbally or 
personally to request information or offers from InternationalizeNow. The content of all information from InternationalizeNow or from third parties, irrespective of what kind, towards the user, 
expressively does not serve as a replacement for a thorough consultation with an experienced lawyer or tax advisor, nor do they represent a recommendation or request to undertake or to 
refrain from certain actions. InternationalizeNow, co-workers, and representative third parties give information, in all manner, without any liability. If the user enters into a contract with 
InternationalizeNow to execute certain actions, then InternationalizeNow rightly assumes that the user has consulted an applicable tax advisor or lawyer. In no case, is InternationalizeNow 
liable towards the user or even towards third parties for actions or omissions that are the responsibility of the user or by him commissioned third parties. Only transmitted offers in writing and 
individually addressed to the user by InternationalizeNow possess validity. The validity period of an offer that has been addressed to the user in general lies at 48 hours, should no deviating 
period have been agreed upon. The fundamental reservation concerning changes and errors applies for all publications, service offers, depictions, and prices



RESIDENCY OPPORTUNITIY 
FOR LOCATION-INDEPENDENT 

ENTREPRENEURS IN 
THAILAND



HOW DOES LIVING IN THAILAND 
LOOK LIKE?

About myself:
Ole, running different businesses online 
or remotely.
My main income comes from coaching 
but I am also co-owner of a trading 
company and I have rental income from 
property in several countries

46 years old, in Thailand since 2013 
increasingly, Elite Visa holder since 2016

Living in Bangkok

●



LIVING IN THAILAND

Why I decided to live in Thailand?

It kind of “just happened”. Original plan was to spend a winter 
Decision grew with every time I came here. Increased from 6 months per 
year to now 10 months.

Primary question: “Where do I want to be”, then secondary question “How to 
optimize my taxes and financial life”.
I was also eying Malaysia and I was holding MM2H visa. Never felt that 
connected or homy over there (but also like Malaysia)
in (Bkk). 



LIVING IN THAILAND

Where in Thailand do expats live? - 3 main hotspots for digital nomads:

Bangkok, population ~10 Mio.
Lots of expats, very modern city, huge pace of innovation, two 
international airports, rich cultural life, still quite low to moderate costs of 
living. Loud, crowded and hot.

Chiang Mai, population ~100.000
hub for digital nomads, lots of nature around, quiet and cozy, very cheap

Koh Phangan
beautiful nature, hippie lifestyle, lots of new age, yoga, healers, tantra but 
also lots of entrepreneurs

●



LIVING IN THAILAND

How does living in Thailand look like?
Expat- friendly. 

Language barrier but many young people do speak english
most services and websites available in English
very high convenience (order in, pool, gym, massage)
crime rate very low

Health system is extremely good if you have access to health insurance
Climate: tropical, dry and warm from Dec to March, extremely hot in April, 
from Mid May to November: nice and sunny, hours of rain (Bkk). All year 
around nice and warm except April and Mid Mai

●



How does living in Thailand look like?

People and culture:
Thailand is a mostly buddhist country 
People are very relaxed and friendly
If they ever get angry, they usually don't show it 

Dating and love life as an Expat 
For many men easy dating is main reason to stay in Thailand. for women it's 
in general a lot more difficult to find a partner and have fulfilled love life 
here, especially in Bangkok.

●



Schools:
International schools are crazily expensive, easily 10 to 30k USD per 
year.
Home schooling legal

 

●

How does living in Thailand look like?



Taxation in Thailand

Paying taxes in Thailand
Income generated in Thailand is taxable.
Your world income generated overseas is only taxable if you bring it into 
Thailand within the same year as you earn it.
 
So, even if you spend more than 180 days per year in Thailand, your 
income generated overseas is not taxable here if you follow some easy 
steps and don´t bring it immediately into Thailand.

On the other hand it is very easy to get a Thai Tax ID, you just need a rental 
contract in Thailand and have to go to the tax revenue office and you´ll get 
it immediately:
 



Taxation in Thailand

My tax ID: very useful when being asked by banks, brokers, government, 
Amazon or whatever
 



Banking in Thailand

Banking and financial life in Thailand
Banking here is very modern and advanced, has a lot of convenient 
features to send money instantly, to use ATMs only with your phone and 
such.

It's always possible to open a bank account in Thailand but if you don't 
have the proper visa, you definitely need to know how and where.  
On a proper long term visa it's easy to obtain bank accounts and credit 
cards but even on a tourist visa it's possible to open savings accounts. 



Business in Thailand

Starting a business in Thailand

Opening and running a company in Thailand is possible but in my opinion 
only makes sense if you target the Thai market. Otherwise it's expensive, 
complicated, there's a lot of bureaucracy involved and you're not allowed to 
own the majority of a company but only 49 percent maximum.

Workforce: Could be very challenging to find and manage staff. 



Buying Real Estate in Thailand

Real estate:
Investing in real estate is a big thing here but I really recommend to live 
here for at least one or better two years before you invest because the 
market is not too easy to understand and some appartements are heavily 
overpriced.

As a foreigner you´re allowed to buy appartements, but not land or 
houses. There are ways to buy land but you need trustworthy lawyer to 
make it work. Buying condos is much easier but requires a lot of 
knowledge about areas, buildings, thai preferences (garbage room, high 
floor, instagrammable pool).



Visa in Thailand

Background visa rules:
There are literally millions of tourists coming into Thailand and many of 
them liked it so much here that they decided to stay long term. Many of 
them just stayed here on a tourist visa but worked illegally in the country, 
were opening restaurants, dive shops, hostels. Or were working as english 
teachers, waiters, dive instructors and so on. All this illegally on a tourist 
visa. 
So from 2017 onwards Thailand enforced more strictly their immigration 
laws and they limited the number of visa runs. Nowaday you can´t stay in 
the country anymore by extending your visa over and over again, you 
would get questioned and interviewed or even denied entry, depending 
on your entry history



Visa in Thailand

Visa types:
If you want to visit Thailand just for a couple of months, then a tourist visa is 
perfectly fine. But if you want to stay long term, then you´d need a proper 
visa.

The most common visa types for long-term expats are:

Visa based on work-permit for employees
Visa based on marriage
Retirement visa: If you´re minimum 50 years old, you can apply for a 1 year 
visa if you´re able to prove you´re able to fund yourself.



Visa in Thailand

Visa types:
ED Visa 90 days, 100 hours of class minimum , extendable a few times, 
need to leave the country every 90 days

Elite Visa
Elite Visa is the perfect visa for entrepreneurs or digital nomads who are 
following the flag theory because:
You can stay as long as you want without having to leave the country and 
you´re considered as a tourist so no one bothers you at all. Technically, you 
are getting all benefits of a real residence without the downsides because 
you´re not in the system. How does it work?



Tax free on Elite Visa

Elite Visa:
comes in different packages
5 years, 10 years or 20 years, 
starting from 
500.000 to 1.000.000 THB

I am holding the 500.000 THB 
visa, valid for 5 years
(15.000 USD = 3.000 USD/year
=250 USD/month)
(compare this to your taxes)



Tax free on Elite Visa

Main Benefits of Elite Visa are:
- hasslefree visa in the country, 
officially as a TOURIST (!)
- easy to find a tax free setup for 
incomes from overseas
- after 90 days it's possible to get a 
certificate of residence issued by 
Immigration
- easy to get a Thai tax ID to please 
overseas banks and tax authorities



Tax free on Elite Visa

Other Benefits of Elite Visa are:

- “arrival and departure service”, 
10 minutes from plane to 
limousine
arrival lounge, departure lounge, 
pickup from home
- several discounts in 
supermarkets, SPAs, Golf Clubs 
and hospitals
- lounges in Malls



Tax free on Elite Visa

Who would benefit from Elite Visa?
- everyone who has foreign sourced 
income and would like to live in 
Thailand

-everyone who pays more than 250 
USD taxes per months because 
that's the price of the Elite Visa (but 
has to be paid upfront)



Tax free on Elite Visa

How to apply for Elite Visa?
- directly at their company on 
thail-elite.com

- or you use our service, it's not even for 
free as we would get a commission but it's 
also less paperwork for you

- additional benefits: we´re starting to 
create a network of all our customers



Do you have any questions?


